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Smarthinking Tutor Response Form 

 

Your tutor has written overview comments about your essay in the form below. Your tutor has also 

embedded comments [in bold and in brackets] within your essay. Thank you for choosing 

Smarthinking to help you improve your writing! 

Hi Wayne! My name is Timothy S, and I’ll be working with you on your resume today. 

 

*Writing Strength: You have done a nice job starting to outline your educational and 
professional history and come up with ways to explain the tasks that you have been 
responsible for. Good work! 

 

*Wayne 2925896 has requested that you respond to the Organization: Wayne, 
resumes are written so that potential employers have immediate access to as much 
information about a potential employee as possible. This information should be available 
at a glance. And it should be able to be understood without too much effort. Right now, it 

is hard for me to understand the formatting of your information. Keep in mind that people 
read from left to right and then down. As you have arranged your material, it looks like 
each responsibility on the right occurred during a particular year or at a particular 
location. Would it work better to list the responsibilities beneath the job title and put 
the information about when and where on the other side of the page? 

 

There are lots of ways to organize a resume, but you need to make information clear. 
For example, you could format your experience like this: 

 

The Yellow Scene Magazine, Erie, CO 
Distribution Manager. Oversaw the delivery of the magazine from final print to 
placement in local businesses. Coordinated three routes and several drivers. 
Maintained database of postal route information for bulk mailings. Regularly met 
with business managers to discuss placement of magazine, quantities required, 
and any concerns. Transitioned materials like fliers, poster, and magazine racks 
into businesses as required. Monitored database of route descriptions and all 
magazine traffic on a monthly basis. 2004-2005. 

 

The arrangement of the information depends on what you want the reader to know. In this 
example, organization is across from its location. Beneath that is the job title and 
description. At the end of that description are the dates of the position held. Do you see 
how this arrangement makes sense with the traditional flow of reading? 

 

Remember, you are trying to present information to a reader who might hire you. It is 
critical that you make the information the reader cares about clear. What does the reader 

want to know? The 
employer needs to know that you have completed high school and where and when. The 

employer wants to know what jobs you’ve had before and what you did. 
How can you arrange the material as clearly as possible? 

 

For more help with resumes, look at: 
http://www.smarthinking.com/static/Document_Library/docs/writeman/1_13.cfm 

 

*Wayne 2925896 has requested that you respond to the Word Choice: 

Language is another important element in a resume, Wayne, so you are right to focus 
on it. Your words need to be direct; they should tell the reader exactly what you mean. 

You also need to use precise words, with no extras. So, when you say that 
you ―had engaging conversations with alumni on the phone‖, the 

reader wonders why you called them and what you talked about. 
Additionally, “had engaging conversations” is not a particularly powerful 
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explanation of that work. How else might you express this job? Maybe you “Called 

alumni for fundraising and contact” or “Spoke with alumni about 
memories and money”. Whatever it is, try to use powerful active verbs to 

express the tasks that you performed. 
 
Where else can you use more precise and active language to describe what you have 
done and what you hope to do? 

For more help with word choice, look at: 
http://www.smarthinking.com/static/Document_Library/docs/writeman/4_03.cfm  

 

Grammar & Mechanics: You need to make sure, Wayne, that all the verbs you are using match in 
each job. If you are currently performing the job, then the verbs should be in the present tense, but if 
you are no longer at the job, then the verbs should be in the past tense. For example, you write: 

 

Answered phone, check books in and out 

 

The first item here is in the past tense, “answered,” but the second one is in the 
present tense, “check.” Are you still at this job or not? How can you make sure that the 

verbs expressing your responsibilities for any one job use the same tense? 
 

For more help with proofreading, look at: 
http://www.smarthinking.com/static/Document_Library/docs/writeman/3_24.cfm 

 

 

Summary of Next Steps: As you revise, Wayne, please consider: 
1. Organization—Reworking your presentation of this material so that the information is easy to read 
and makes sense to the reader. 

2. Word Choice—Using language that is powerful, active, and accurate to describe your 
responsibilities. 
3. Grammar—Making sure that all your verbs match. 

 

As always, use the grammar and spell check functions on your computer and read your essay out loud 
to yourself. 

 
If you have any questions or need more help, remember you can visit a tutor in the live writing 
center. Good luck and keep sending your writing to Smarthinking! –Timothy S. 

 

 

 

 

You can find more information about writing, grammar, and usage in the Smarthinking Writer's 

Handbook. 

 

Please look for comments [in bold and in brackets] in your essay below.  

Thank you for submitting your work to Smarthinking! We hope to see you again soon. 
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Caller 
Oct. 2007 – Current employment 
Cherry State Alumni Office 
 

 

 
Had engaging conversations with alumni on the phone 

Librarian Clerk 
Sept. 2007 – Current employment 
Raspberry Public Library 
 

 

Answered phone, check books in and out 
Interacted with patrons who come in 

Front Desk Receptionist 
May 2007 – Current employment 

Raspberry YMCA  

Answered phones, check people in [Why are there two items per line here when in 
other entries, each responsibility is on a different line?] 
Relayed messages, answer questions 
Responsible to keep staff & member informed of events 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Objective: 

Wayne M Apples 
8521 N. Pear 

Raspberry, Iowa 
58585 

852-555-5555 
applew@gmail.com

To work alongside qualified teachers to guide students to reach their full potential and to close the achievement gap. [Simplify 
this statement in order to eliminate or change the “to” phrases.] 

 
Education: 

 

Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education, May 2011 
Minor in History 
Reading Endorsement [Is this a 2nd minor?] 

Cherry State University, Raspberry, IA  
Cumulative GPA 3.55 on a scale of 4.00 

 

High School Diploma, May 2007 
 

Raspberry High School, Raspberry, IA  

 

Extra Curricular Activities 

 

Work Experience: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

References: 
References available upon request  

Rockin’ Readers 
August 2007 – May 2010 
Raspberry Elementary Schools 
 

Read with a struggling reader in the elementary schools 
Work one–on–one with students for half hour once a week [Since this 

ended in May, which tense should you use?] 

Teachers Inc. 
August 2009 – May 2010 
Cherry State University 
 

Held fundraisers for money 
Did Christmas concert with elementary students, [What’s a stronger word 
than “did”?] 

Over-saw 20 students do arts and crafts  

Buddy Bands 
August 2007 – May 2009 
Raspberry Middle School 
 

Tutored middle school students one-on-one 
In 2 years had 3 middle school students I interacted with 

Student Council for Exceptional Children 
August 2008 – December 2009 
Raspberry University 
 

President, Sept. 2009 – Dec. 2009 
Spoke on campus to share awareness of acceptance of exceptional students 
Socialized with disabled people through Genesis Development 
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